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ABSTRACT
Asthenosphere plume-to-ridge flow has often been proposed to explain both the
existence of geochemical anomalies at the mid-ocean ridge segments nearest an off-axis
hotspot, and the existence of apparent geochemical ‘provinces’ within the global midocean spreading system. We have constructed a thin-spherical-shell finite element model
to explore the possible structure of global asthenosphere flow and to determine whether
plume-fed asthenosphere flow is compatible with present-day geochemical and
geophysical observations. The assumptions behind the physical flow model are described
in the companion paper to this study [“Global Plume-fed Asthenosphere Flow: (1)
Motivation and Model Development”, Yamamoto et al., this volume.] Despite its
oversimplifications (especially the steady-state assumption), Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific
MOR isotope geochemistry can be fit well at medium and long wavelengths by the
predicted global asthenosphere flow pattern from distinct plume sources. The model
suggests the rapidly northward-moving southern margin of Australia, not the Australia1

Antarctic Discordance, is the convergence zone for much plume material in the southern
hemisphere. It also suggests a possible link between the strike of asthenosphere flow
with respect to a ridge axis and along-axis isotopic peaks.

INTRODUCTION
It is generally believed that mid-ocean ridges passively sample the shallow mantle
beneath the ridge axes. This shallow layer, the asthenosphere, is where the geochemical
anomalies found in mid-ocean ridge basalts are also assumed to originate. We think the
asthenosphere also plays an important role in mantle flow due to its buoyancy and low
viscosity. Asthenospheric flow can transport chemical features from a source hotspot to a
mid-ocean ridge, thereby linking geophysical flow to geochemical observations. Alongridge migration of asthenosphere was first suggested in the papers by Vogt [1971], Vogt
and Johnson [1972; 1975], and Schilling [1973] that discussed asthenospheric flow along
the Reykjanes Ridge. Morgan [1978] proposed the possibility of asthenospheric channels
between off-axis hotspots and ridges, and asthenosphere migration in any direction to
mid-ocean ridges has also been considered. Now asthenosphere flow is an often-used
mechanism to link observed geophysical and geochemical anomalies at mid-ocean ridges
to hotspot-ridge connections.
Many sites for hotspot-ridge asthenospheric connection have been proposed.
Studies of the Iceland-Reykjanes Ridge connection initiated the concept of plume-fed
asthenosphere flow. Now a key Iceland-related question is how far away from Iceland is
plume material spreading [Poreda et al. 1986; Fitton et al., 1997; Taylor et al., 1997;
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Peate et al., 2001]. Schilling et al. [1985] and Hanan et al. [1986] studied isotopic
variation along the southern mid-Atlantic ridge and proposed that isotopic peaks at ridge
sites nearest to off-ridge hotspots are observational evidence of flow channels linking
these deep mantle plumes to the ridge axis. Niu et al. [1999] proposed that lateral
asthenospheric flow from Hawaii to the East Pacific Rise (as suggested by Phipps
Morgan et al. [1995]) left EPR basalts with both enriched and depleted lithologies.
Using gravity and topography data, Small [1995] proposed hotspot-ridge asthenospheric
connections at Louisville, Discovery, Shona and Kerguelen. Marks and Stock [1994]
suggested the need for along-axis asthenosphere flow from hotspots in order to produce
morphologic variation in the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge. Sempere et al. [1997] and Small et
al. [1999] explained variations in geophysical data on the South East Indian Ridge by
asthenosphere flow from the Amsterdam-St. Paul hotspot. These previous geophysical
and geochemical studies of plume-ridge interaction discussed local hotspot-ridge
connections. From these few examples it is difficult to visualize a global pattern of
asthenosphere flow.
This study assumes that plume-fed asthenosphere flow is the potential cause of
much of the geochemical segmentation observed along the global mid-ocean ridge
system. In the companion paper to this study [“Global Plume-fed Asthenosphere Flow:
(1) Motivation and Model Development”, Yamamoto et al., this volume.] we have
constructed a physical and numerical model for the global flow of buoyant plume-fed
material within a thin and laterally heterogeneous asthenosphere layer based on the
lubrication theory idealization discussed by Phipps Morgan et al. [1995]. In this model
asthenosphere is assumed to be brought up by mantle plumes to replenish asthenosphere
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consumption (sinks) by plate growth and subduction. Asthenosphere consumption is due
to three tectonic activities. The first and largest is plate accretion at mid-ocean ridges, the
second is drag-down next to subducting plates at trenches where asthenosphere is
entrained by subducting lithosphere, and the third is attachment to the base of the aging
and thickening lithosphere. Within this conceptual framework, asthenosphere flow is
also shaped by the drag of overriding moving lithosphere; a mechanism explored in
earlier models of global asthenosphere trench-to-ridge ‘counterflow’ that are reviewed in
the companion paper to this study [“Global Plume-fed Asthenosphere Flow: (1)
Motivation and Model Development”, Yamamoto et al., this volume.] Next, we will
explore the model’s predicted global asthenosphere flow pattern to test how consistent it
is with the spatial patterns of geochemical variations observed at mid-ocean ridges. We
find that this conceptually simple model suggests a possible mechanism for the observed
boundaries between geochemical provinces of mid-ocean ridge basaltic volcanism.
RESULTS
Figure 1 is a map of the pattern of global asthenosphere flow predicted by this
model (See the companion paper [“Global Plume-fed Asthenosphere Flow: (1)
Motivation and Model Development”, this volume.] for a detailed description of the
assumptions that underlie this prediction). Strong flow occurs beneath the Pacific Basin,
because of high plate speeds and the strong ridgeward fluxes from the equatorial Pacific
superplume region and Hawaii. In contrast, the Atlantic shows rather weak flows because
of its slow spreading rate and the intermediate to weak strengths of its plumes. The Indian
Ocean Basin has strong asthenosphere flow in the Central Indian, and reduced flow to
north and south.
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The predicted flow is quite sensitive to the total plume supply within each basin,
as this determines whether or not the basin will push or pull asthenosphere from its
neighboring basins. At a smaller scale, the relative plume fluxes between neighboring
plumes will affect details of their exact regions of influence along the global spreading
system. The companion paper [“Global Plume-fed Asthenosphere Flow: (1) Motivation
and Model Development”, this volume.] contains some examples illustrating these
sensitivities.
How can this model be tested? A promising geochemical test is that regions of
asthenosphere ‘fed’ by each hotspot can be determined, and the boundaries between these
regions should be evident at mid-ocean ridges as geochemically distinct ‘provinces’ of
mid-ocean ridge basalts. This test is the focus of this paper, and is shown in Figures 2-6.
As described in the previous paper, velocities of present-day asthenosphere flow are
calculated using present-day plate motions, plate geometries and hotspot strengths — the
steady-state assumption. From these asthenosphere velocities, a flow-line is then tracked
between each point and its plume source, and an ‘age’ of the asthenosphere at this point
is also determined. We used this method to trace flow in all of the asthenosphere; on
subsequent figures the resulting plume sources for only those places where asthenosphere
is predicted to be supplied by plume upwelling more recently than 100 Ma will be shown
as separate hotspot ‘provinces’.
Of course a plate evolution model with varying ocean basin shapes and changing
plate motions, plate geometries, and plume strengths should be used for flow-tracking,
but this is too-daunting a task for this first cut at global modeling. There has not been a
major plate motion reorganization during the most recent ~50 Ma (except perhaps in the
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westernmost Pacific). Thus we assume that present-day asthenosphere flow velocities are
crudely representative of asthenosphere velocities during the past ~50 Ma in order to
make these maps. Where this assumption is obviously bad (e.g. Gulf of Aden or the
‘oldest’ asthenosphere regions, for example, in the Arctic ocean, western Atlantic, east of
Australia and south of Indonesia), the predictions will obviously also be bad. One further
simplification was used to generate these figures. The plume strengths we found for
continental hotspots (Hoggar, Tibesti, etc.) were all very weak, thus they were all set to
zero since they contributed little to the asthenosphere flow within the ocean basins. (See
the companion paper in this volume for further discussion of the reasons we currently
neglect the effects of subcontinental plume upwelling.) Again, where a continental
hotspot could contribute significantly as a source of sub-oceanic asthenosphere (as in the
Gulf of Aden), inaccuracies will result.
Results: Implications for the structure of global asthenosphere flow
The flow from Iceland covers the most northern part of the Atlantic (Figure 2).
The flow from Iceland going to the south finally meets flow fed from other plumes at
47°N where Iceland’s flow is deflected to the west, merging with other flows from the
Azores, Madeira and Canary hotspots. The Iceland material also reaches eastward of the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) to reach England and Scandinavia, but here asthenosphere
flow is nearly stagnant. The Iceland material spreads northward to 75°N within 60 Ma.
However the influence would reach farther north if given a longer time-interval in which
to spread.
The Azores plume feeds a sector-like region to its southwest. Along the ridge, it
meets Iceland plume material at 47°N. Azores-fed asthenosphere stretches between 15°N
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and 48°N along the MAR (Figure 2b). Eastward of the Azores, the Madeira and Canary
plumes ‘block’ eastward flow from the Azores. Madeira and Canary-fed asthenosphere
follow similar paths that avoid the center of the Azores plume’s influence and pressure.
Their asthenosphere flows both northward to the 47°N region of westward flow and also
southwestward to link up with material from the Great Meteor plume. Flow from Canary
meets asthenosphere from Cape Verde around ~9°N along the MAR. Cape Verdesourced asthenosphere fans out from Cape Verde’s latitude of 15°N towards the equator.
This flow results in westward-directed flow at the equator, so that North Atlantic
asthenosphere does not enter beneath the South Atlantic basin.
Asthenosphere flow beneath the South Atlantic basin is dominated by E-W
directed flow except for small radial patterns near hotspots (Figure 3). The flow direction
is constantly east to west on the southernmost MAR, due to almost all of the South
Atlantic plumes being on the eastern side of the ocean basin. Cameroon, St.Helena, and
Fernando da Noronha generate the equatorial flow that blocks North-Atlantic-origin
asthenosphere from entering the South Atlantic.
Figure 3 suggests that a plume province boundary also exists in the South Atlantic
near 25°S. Asthenosphere north of the boundary is supplied with material mixed from
Cameroon, Fernando, Ascension, St Helena and Matin Vaz; regions south of the
boundary are supplied by Vema, Tristan, Gough, Discovery and Bouvet. In the north, St
Helena appears to be the main asthenosphere source for the ridge, while Cameroon’s flow
area tapers off toward the ridge to become too narrow at the ridge to be a major source.
Other plumes in the north province are located in west of the ridge and their material
flows to the west — thus they do not influence the ridge’s geochemistry. South of the
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25ºS boundary, source hotspots are located to the east of the ridge and all of them except
Vema supply material that flows westward to cross the ridge. Tristan and Gough have
similar patterns. Their main stream fans westward to supply the ridge between 25º and
50ºS. One side branch flows eastward to the western coast of Africa, one to the Antarctic,
and a third flows south of Africa to the Indian ocean. Flow from Discovery has three
similar branches. Bouvet-fed asthenosphere mainly flows to the Antarctic but a smaller
branch goes into the Indian Ocean basin, too. The plume material of Tristan, Gough,
Discovery and Bouvet together flows into the Indian ocean where it is pulled eastward by
the pressure gradient in the southern Indian ocean, through the Rodrigues Triple Junction
and finally converging to the south of Australia.
The flow tracking shows that the Rodrigues Triple Junction may be a distant
‘floodgate’ for many hotspots (Figure 4). Asthenosphere fed from the Tristan-group
hotspots (Tristan, Gough, Bouvet and Discovery in Atlantic) and also Crozet, Marion,
Ob-Lena and Reunion in Indian ocean all pass beneath the region of this Triple Junction.
The Tristan-group’s flow track divides Indian Ocean into two provinces. The northern
province is mainly filled with material from Reunion and Comores (and Afar) plumes.
This flow tracking suggests that Reunion material alone supplies the Central Indian
Ridge, while the Comores (and Afar) plumes are the source region for the Carlsberg
Ridge and Gulf of Aden. Flow from Reunion does not overlap with flow from these
others.
In the south Indian Ocean province, five hotspots, Ob-Lena, Marion, Crozet,
Kerguelen and Heard are located close in latitude around 50°S and grouped into two
longitudal regions of 30°E for Ob-Lena, Maria, and Crozet, and 60°E for Kerguelen and
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Heard. All asthenosphere fed from these hotspots heads eastward (pushed by the excess
of South-Atlantic plume supply of asthenosphere) to finally converge to the south of
Australia at 110°E (Figure 5a). Kerguelen and Heard, closer to this convergence point,
feed flow that goes straight through the Southeast Indian Ridge (SEIR). In contrast,
Marion, Crozet and Ob-Lena feed winding and splitting flow that avoids the region fed
by Kerguelen and Heard (Figures 4 and 5). Their branches have two contact points with
the SEIR, one west of 80°E, one east of 98°E (Figure 5b). The direction of asthenosphere
flow beneath the SEIR is consistently perpendicular to the ridge, while along-ridge flow
dominates beneath the Southwest Indian Ridge.
In the Pacific Basin, Hawaiian plume material feeds a large area beneath the
northern Pacific, while other plumes produce bands of material that fill up the rest of the
northern area (Figure 6a). The hotspots along the western coast of the North American
continent, Bowie, Cobb and Guadalupe, produce strong and narrow southeastward alongcoast flow to the East Pacific Rise (EPR). Bowie and Cobb’s flow tracks overlap, and
both cross the EPR at 15°N. Flow from Guadalupe goes along the ridge with material
from the Galapagos plume until it meets Bowie and Cobb’s across-ridge flow. The
plumes beneath the “Super Swell” region [McNutt and Fischer, 1987], Marquesas,
Society, Pitcarn, Line and Macdonald recharge most of the southern part of the Pacific
basin. Foundation and Louisville plume material flows southwestward along the edge of
flow from the Super Swell.
Plume material originating beneath the Pacific plate appears to have two main
destinations. One is toward the western Pacific trenches. This is the main destination for
material from the Hawaiian, Caroline, Samoa, Marquesas and Society hotspots. The other
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destination is the southern continental margin of Australia, which is also the destination
for asthenosphere from plume in the south Indian basin. This rapidly moving continental
margin is an asthenospheric ‘sink’ that pulls asthenosphere fed from plumes beneath the
Pacific plate and from the Scott and Balleny plumes beneath the Antarctic plate in
addition to several Indian plumes. Other Pacific-basin hotspots beneath the Nazca plate,
namely Galapagos, San Felix and Juan Fernandez, feed flow that does not terminate
south of Australia. Instead, they flow to south, then turn westward after passing beneath
the Chile Rise, just reach the southern part of EPR, then turn southwards once more
(Figure 6a). The direction of flow beneath the EPR and Pacific-Antarctic Ridge changes
with latitude, there is ridge-parallel flow north of 15°S, across-ridge flow between 15°S
and the southern end of the EPR, and ridge-parallel flow beneath most of the PacificAntarctic Ridge.
An intriguing respect of this predicted asthenosphere flow pattern is the ‘vortex’
beneath the EPR near 30°S —the fastest spreading region in the world where two micro
plates currently exist. This area influences flow from many plumes beneath the Pacific
plate (Figure 6b), namely Hawaii, Bowie, Cobb, Marquesas, Pitcairn, Easter and
Foundation. All are located north of or close to this region. The flow vortex is a very
persistent feature in our model, occurring even when the relative balance between Pacific
plume strengths is changed or even with other plume sources within the Pacific. We think
it is due to the large ridge consumption of asthenosphere in this region and the large
‘pull’ of material beneath the Indian and Pacific basins to the great sink south of
Australia.
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DISCUSSION
The calculated asthenosphere flow pattern can be compared to geochemical
'province' boundaries along the mid-ocean ridge system and to maps of seismic
wavespeeds and anisotropy in the shallow upper mantle. These comparisons show
promising agreement between the calculated flow pattern and these geochemical and
seismic observations. For example, maps of seismic azimuthal anisotropy suggest a S-N
flow direction in the area between Australia and Antarctica, and potential W-E flow
between Hawaii and the EPR [Montagner and Tanimoto, 1990; Leveque et al., 1998;
Montagner and Guillot, 2002; Gaboret et al., 2003], both consistent with our results. In
the Atlantic, Ritsema and Allen [2003] suggest the asthenosphere beneath the MAR at
14°N lies in the fastest velocity zone along the MAR, while our flow model suggests that
the 14°N is the farthest point from the source hotspot. In other words, both are consistent
with the possibility that 14°N is the 'coldest' region along the MAR.
While comparisons between seismic wavespeed maps and flow may indicate the
most extreme asthenosphere province boundaries such as the AAD, in general seismic
velocities are slow beneath the spreading center system, and thus cannot be easily used to
locate more subtle asthenosphere province boundaries. However, geochemical isotopic
province boundaries along the reasonably well sampled mid-ocean ridge system
(typically at least one sample per 100 km length along-ridge) do exhibit finer small-scale
variability that is interesting to compare to the province structure predicted by the flow
model.
Next we discuss specific regional aspects of the flow pattern, comparing
isotopic/chemical patterns along the mid-ocean ridge to model inferences under the
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assumption that the connections between hotspots and mid-ocean ridges in Figures 8-12
have existed long enough so that the ridge material has had time to flow from its source
plume. In general this assumption seems plausible because most plume sources are
calculated to reach the ridge they cross within 30 Ma, and during this time interval plate
motions have remained relatively stable.

Atlantic ocean basin
Our results imply that Atlantic athenosphere has four distinct domains separated
by three internal boundaries. All our predicted asthenosphere province boundaries are
EW-oriented. They cross the MAR at 48°N, 4°S, and 25°S respectively. Dosso et al.
[1993] compiled 87Sr/86Sr, La/Sm and Nb/Zr data along the northern MAR between 10°
and 74°N (Figure 7). Along-ridge variations in these trace element ratios show four peaks
at 64°N, 45°N, 39°N and 14°N. Because these four positive peaks appear at the latitude
of Iceland, Azores and Cape Verde, their hotspot-ridge connections were suggested by
Phipps Morgan et al. [1995].
Our model supports the idea that the peak at 64°N results from the injection of the
Iceland material and the peaks at 45°N and 39°N are from the Azores. However, the
model does not support the proposed relationship between the peak at 14°N and the Cape
Verde hotspot. Instead it suggests that the changes at 14°N may be related to the injection
of Canary, Madeira, or Great Meteor plume material within a narrow region at this
latitude. Several geochemical observations do not favor a possible link between the Cape
Verde plume and the 14°N section of the MAR. For example, the material at 14°N
differs from the Cape Verde hotspot basalts in its 4He/3He signature. The 4He/3He ratio
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suddenly rises at 14°N [Staudacher et al., 1989; Bonatti et al., 1992], while low 4He/3He
in Cape Verde has been reported [Christensen et al., 2001; Doucelance et al., 2003]
(however, this evidence is not conclusive, see later discussion regarding St.Paul and
Kerguelen). Furthermore, Schilling et al. [1994] studied Pb-Nd-Sr systematics along the
ridge and found that the 14°N anomaly is more similar to the 1.7°N anomaly and distinct
from the signature of hotspots in northern Atlantic. They attributed the 1.7°N anomaly to
the Sierra Leone hotspot at 5°N, 10 degrees south of Cape Verde. However, if the 14°N
anomaly is also due to flow of material from the Sierra Leone plume, it would need the
reverse sense of flow than that predicted from our model. The plume source list for our
flow calculation does not include a possible Sierra Leone plume, but the southward flux
north of the equator is quite strong so that adding a Sierra Leone plume is not likely to
change the pattern. We think it more likely that either Canary or Madeira plume material
may be ‘nosing’ into the MAR here, or that this represents the northern limit of the Cape
Verde plume’s influence on the ridge axis — but then leaving a question as to why its
influence should be more pronounced here than to the south.
Westward asthenosphere flow dominates the south Atlantic — the effects of
hotspots east of the ridge are predicted to be seen at roughly the same ridge latitude as
that of the source hotspots. Observed anomalies in 4He/3He, La/Sm and Nb/Zr are evident
at the latitudes corresponding to Ascension, St. Helena, Tristan and Gough, however the
206

Pb/204Pb peak is not seen in the Tristan and Gough area (Figure 8), possibly because

they have an originally low ratio [Dickin, 1995]. All data, except He, show no signal
between 20°S and 30°S, a region with no nearby hotspots [Schilling et al., 1985; Hanan
et al., 1986; Graham et al., 1992]. Discovery plume material injected at 43°S is predicted
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to flow southward to reach the ridge south of 47°S, in agreement with Douglass et al.
[1999]’s observations. A flow boundary in the South Atlantic runs perpendicular to the
ridge at 25°S where the St Helena flux meets against Tristan and Gough flux. In this
region the asthenosphere flux becomes more stagnant. This area was studied by Graham
et al. [1996] who focused on He anomalies. They discovered a He signal at 26°S and
speculated that more than two mantle components may mix or meet in that region.

Indian ocean basin

Our model suggests two asthenosphere domains in the Indian Ocean. The
boundary separating the Indian Ocean into northern and southern parts goes though the
Rodriguez Triple Junction (RTJ). The RTJ region receives flow from the Discovery,
Tristan and Gough (Tristan-group) plumes in the South Atlantic, although the long
distance and long predicted asthenospheric travel-time between these plumes and this
section of the ridge make this inference more speculative to us than other inferences in
this paper. However, we cannot dismiss this possibility because the Triple Junction has
existed since the upper Cretaceous, which is significantly longer than the time for
material to travel from the Tristan-group and the Triple Junction, and furthermore,
because this inference is consistent with geochemical evidence. The Triple Junction is
reported to be a peculiar region in isotopic composition, basalts from here have relatively
high 87Sr/86Sr and low 206Pb/204Pb, and these ratios differ strongly from the isotopic
chemistry of adjacent ridges [Price et al., 1986; Mahoney et al., 1989; 1992]. Michard et
al. [1986] suggested that the Rodriguez Triple Junction basalt source was produced by
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mixing with a mantle of extremely low 206Pb/204Pb and low 143Nd/144Nd but intermediate to
high 207Pb/206Pb and 87Sr/86Sr. This characterization is like that of Tristan-group basalts
[Graham et al., 1992; Dickin, 1995]. Even if doubts remain about the connection between
the South Atlantic and Rodriguez Triple Junction, our result and isotopic studies agree
that the Rodriguez Triple Junction lies at the geophysical and geochemical boundary
between distinct Indian asthenosphere provinces.
The connection between South Atlantic and Indian Ocean seems to be associated
with the Sr-Pb “Dupal anomaly” [Hart 1984; Dupre and Allegre, 1983]. The Dupal
anomaly shows an isotopic similarity between the Tristan-group, Kerguelen, and
Ninetyeast ridge. Grouping Ninetyeast with Kerguelen-plume volcanism is acceptable
because the old and dead Ninetyeast ridge was formed prior to ~46Ma when the
Ninetyeast Ridge was near the plume and mid-ocean ridge [Royer and Sandwell, 1989].
Therefore it is natural that Ninetyeast Ridge chemistry shows Kerguelen’s signature, but
the signature is from old rather than recent ridgeward flow.
The three mid-ocean ridges within the Indian Ocean basin, the Central Indian
Ridge (CIR), Southwest Indian Ridge (SWIR), and Southeast Indian Ridge (SEIR) each
have their own characteristic geometric and geochemical relationship with their source
hotspots. The CIR shows a simple signature reflecting a single Reunion plume source. It
has 87Sr/86Sr, 206Pb/204Pb and 143Nd/144Nd signals similar to those of Reunion basalts that
appear on the ridge at the same latitude as the hotspot [Mahoney et al., 1989]. This
phenomenon requires eastward flow from the Reunion, which is a feature of our model.
The northern limit of the Reunion flow on the ridge is located at about 8°S
which corresponds to the axial fissuring area that is the morphological transition zone
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between the CIR to the Carlsberg ridge, although Mahoney et al. [1989] positioned the
limit onto the Marie Celeste FZ at 16°S, and assigned the 70 km south of the Marie
Celeste FZ to Reunion’s influence based on the detectable Reunion-like isotope signal.
This 70 km-long ridge section is the closest to the hotspot in the sampling points along
the ridge, therefore it is reasonable the area shows such a strong peak or the area could
well have a strong asthenosphere flow channel connecting it to the Reunion hotspot
[Morgan, 1978].
The SWIR has three nearby hotspots, one is the Marion hotspot only 180 km
away from the ridge axis, one is the Ob-Lena located very close to the Marion, and the
other is the Crozet at about 500 km away from the ridge. SWIR isotope data do not
provide direct images of the connection between the near-ridge hotspots and the isotopic
signals in spite of their proximity. There are big spikes around 40°E in Sr, Pb and Nd
[Mahoney et al., 1992], and these isotopic compositions are not like those of either
Marion or Crozet. (Mahony et al. [1992] considered these signals to arise from old
Madagascan lithosphere stranded in that area.) Actually small peaks in Sr and Nd
resembling Marion’s composition do exist, but not at the closest point on the ridge to the
Marion, instead about 550 km east of it. Other places along the ridge show no chemical
traces similar to nearby hotspots.
The asthenosphere flow model suggests a possible correlation between local
asthenosphere flow directions and the existence (or absence) of hotspot signal in this
SWIR area. The place having Marion’s signal is the only place having across-ridge flow
from the Marion source hotspot. All other sites along the SWIR are regions with a strong
along-ridge flow, where plume material from Marion, Ob-Lena and Crozet flow together
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along-axis. This perhaps mixes the material and subdues the geochemical variation along
the ridge.
Interaction between Kerguelen-Heard hotspots and SEIR has been proposed by
many earlier studies [Dosso et al., 1988; Small, 1995; Johnson et al., 2000; Weis and
Frey, 2002; Mahoney et al., 2002], and our model also indicates that Kerguelen-Heard
material flows to the SEIR and extends over rather large area. Asthenosphere flow at the
SEIR is consistently ridge-perpendicular in our model (Figure 5). The isotope variability
here (Figure 9) is bigger than along the SWIR but less than seen at the southern MAR
near St Helena (Figure 8), another region of persistant across-axis asthenosphere flow.
We think its smaller amplitude in comparison to that on the MAR may reflect the greater
distances between the ridge and its source hotspots. Even the closest, Kerguelen, is 1400
km away from the ridge and Marion, the most remote source here, is 6600 km away.
Although across-ridge flow is predicted by our model, many previous studies
suggested the existence of eastward along-ridge flow from inferences based on the
variations in ridge depth, morphology and segment geometry east of Amsterdam–St. Paul
[Sempere et al., 1997; Graham et al., 1999; Small et al., 1999]. In detail, they suggested
Amsterdam–St. Paul is the source plume for along-ridge flow resulting in a mantle
temperature gradient from ‘hot’ west of Amsterdam–St. Paul to ‘cold’ at the AustralianAntarctic Discordance (AAD). (In contrast to these authors, we think Amsterdam – St.
Paul is not a separate plume but a manifestation of plume-to-ridge flow from the
Kerguelen Plume.) This change in sub-ridge temperature structure was considered to be
the cause of the transformation from an axial high with shallow depth and longer
segmentation along the western SEIR to a median valley with short segmentation at the
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AAD [Ying and Cochran, 1996; Sempere et al., 1997]. Spreading rate variations cannot
be the cause, since the spreading rate remains constant along this ridge. However, alongridge flow is not a unique way to explain this variation in thermal structure. With the
same logic that the distance from a plume source to the ridge will shape the temperature
of the asthenosphere feeding a given section of the ridge, our model also suggests a
similar gradient from hotter west to colder east. Furthermore, the dynamic topography
calculated from pressure distribution (Figure 1) deepens to east along the ridge in
agreement with observed axial depth variations.
Some previous studies appear to be conflict with the along-ridge flow hypothesis.
Mahoney et al. [2002] studied isotopic variations along the SEIR and found that the
regional isotope pattern cannot be explained by the eastward flow. If eastward flow exists
then variations in isotopic ratios should show a monotonic change to east, but actually the
variations show several peaks along the ridge (Figure 9). Ying and Cochran [1996]
studied the detailed morphology of the SEIR and revealed the ridge continues to become
shallower away from the Amsterdam–St. Paul to the east and that an axial valley is
present just east of the Amsterdam–St. Paul. Therefore they concluded that the
Amsterdam–St. Paul plume was not the source of along-ridge flow to east. They also
located the axial-high between 82°E to 104°E. This region is exactly where Kerguelen
influences the ridge in our model. Kerguelen is the strongest and the nearest hotspot to
the SEIR, therefore the thermal effects causing the axial-high morphology are most
plausibly related to Kerguelen.
Our across-ridge flow hypothesis has at least one weakness. Across-ridge flow
does not intuitively explain the V shapes on the seafloor along the ridge, which has been
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proposed to be traces of eastward mantle propagation [Sempere et al., 1997]. However
those V shapes have migrated for small distances along-axis (~150 km) compared with
V-shaped features on Pacific-Antarctic Ridge or Northern MAR (>1000 km). Perhaps
these small V shapes are not the surface expression of asthenosphere flow but instead a
more superficial phenomenon due to persistent eastward ridge-propagation away from the
central shallow region.

Pacific ocean basin

The East Pacific Rise (EPR) geochemistry is characterized by much less
variability compared to other ridges. Only rather broad and low peaks in 206Pb/204Pb and
87

Sr/86Sr between 15°S and 21°S are resolvable. [Macdougal and Lugmair, 1986; Bach et

al., 1994; Niu et al., 1999; Lehnert et al., 2000, (PETDB)] This isotopic variation has not
been explained as being due to plume-ridge connections because of the absence of the
nearby hotspots, and cannot be explained by relationships with second-order segmentation
because there are no such systematic relationships. Bach et al. [1994] suggested these Pb
and Sr peaks relate to either an incipient mantle plume near 17°S or large-scale mantle
heterogeneity. Mahoney et al. [1994] interpreted these peaks together with a He narrow
peak at 17°S as a expression of a mantle flow with a discrete heterogeneity as entering into
the ridge system at 15.8°S and then migrating to 20.7°S. On the other hand, our model
suggests the 15-20°S peak is associated with a region of across-ridge flow. Model flow
directions change along the ridge, with along-ridge flow north of 15°S, and across-ridge
between 15°S-25°S. This is consistent with the relationship between flow direction and
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isotopic peaks seen in the Indian Ocean basin, although opposite to Mahoney et al.
[1994]’s inference of along-ridge flow southward of 15°S.
Vlastelic et al. [1999]’s results match well with our predicted flow models. They
compiled Nd, Sr and Pb data along the EPR and Pacific-Antarctic Ridge (PAR), and
created a δNd-Sr and δSr-Pb diagnostic to discriminate between ridge source provinces
(Figure 10). According to this discriminant, the ridge can be divided into four distinct
geochemical regions with a data gap between the Juan Fernandez microplate and the
Vacquier FZ. The four divisions are, starting from the north: (1) the area from 15°N to
north of Easter(δ(Nd-Sr)>0, δ(Sr-Pb)>0); (2) the area from south of Easter to the southern
boundary of the Juan Fernandez microplate(δ(Nd-Sr)<0, δ(Sr-Pb)<0); (3) the area from
south of Eltanin FZ to Udintsev FZ (δ(Nd-Sr)>0, δ(Sr-Pb)>0); and (4) the ridge south of
Udintsev FZ (δ(Nd-Sr)<0, δ(Sr-Pb)<0). In other words, the ridge south of Easter generally
has the isotopic signature of (δ(Nd-Sr)<0, δ(Sr-Pb)<0) but only around the Eltanin FZ do
ridge basalts show δ(Nd-Sr)>0, δ(Sr-Pb)>0. Castillo et al. [1998] also reported a possible
change in the ridge’s mantle source at the Heezen Transform of the Eltanin FZ system.
The other two ridges connecting to the EPR, the Galapagos Rise and the Chile
Rise, were sorted by Vlastelic into the group with (δ(Nd-Sr)>0, δ(Sr-Pb)>0). These
isotopic characteristics are also explicable in terms of our flow model if asthenosphere
from South Pacific plume sources has δ(Nd-Sr)>0, δ(Sr-Pb)>0 while asthenosphere from
North Pacific or Nazca plumes has (δ(Nd-Sr)<0, δ(Sr-Pb)<0). This is a possible
explanation for why the regions around the Eltanin FZ and the southern Chile Rise have
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the same geochemical signature — because both regions are predicted to have the same
Juan Fernandez plume source material.
Geophysical implications of an asthenosphere flow ‘vortex’ underlying the EPR
between 25-35°S (Figure 6a) are discussed in the companian study in this volume. The
region above this vortex is characterized by the fastest present-day spreading rates (160
mm/yr). A large flux of asthenosphere is being pulled into this area to replenish the
asthenosphere-consuming creation of compositional lithosphere at the worlds fastest
spreading mid-ocean ridge. The Easter hotspot is the nearest of the involved hotspots to
this area. However Easter plume signals are not observed, instead, high 87Sr/86Sr was
reported on the ridge at about the latitude of the Easter hotspot, although the Easter itself
has 87Sr/86Sr presumed to be too low to be the source of that anomaly [Macdougall and
Lugmair, 1986]. This isotopic signal could result from contamination with asthenosphere
from the “SOPITA” (SOuth Pacific Isotopic and Thermal Anomaly) [Staudigel et al.,
1991] region to the west that is recognized as one of the highest 87Sr/86Sr plume sources in
the world. This agrees with the predicted asthenosphere flowpaths which show both
Marquesas and Pitcairn plume materials being mixed into this area.

Australian-Antarctic Discordance (AAD)

Many previous studies have suggested along-ridge asthenospheric flow towards
the Australian-Antarctic Discordance (AAD) and downwelling beneath the AAD in a
“cold-spot”. The AAD’s rough topography, closely spaced transform faults, regional
gravity low and low magnetic amplitudes are considered to reflect regionally cooler
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mantle temperature and lower than normal melt production beneath it, which led many
scientists to the concept of mantle downwelling beneath this region. The west-pointing
and east-pointing V-shapes in both sides of AAD have also been cited as evidence of
flow converging towards the AAD. Geochemically, a sharp compositional boundary
between Pacific and Indian MORB is also found beneath the eastern AAD.
Although these many observations seem to be consistent with asthenosphere flow
into the AAD, our model suggests a slight variation to this scenario — perhaps
asthenosphere flow is converging to the south of the rapidly moving Australian
continental lithosphere, not along the ridge to the AAD ridge segments themselves
(Figures 5a and 6a). In our model, the “suction” forcing this asthenosphere flow is due to
the very fast northward motion of Australia — the large lithosphere thickness change
between the craton and oceanic lithosphere at Australia’s southern continental margin
creates a northward moving ‘void’ that must be replenished by northward flow of
asthenosphere. Currently this is the location where thick continental cratonic lithosphere
is moving most rapidly away from an ocean basin. The geophysical argument for alongridge flow convergence beneath the AAD is that the AAD contains the maximum or
minimum value in topography, gravity, and seismic anomalies along the Pacific-Indian
ridge system. However, if the entire basin between Australia and Antarctica is
considered as a whole, then the maximum or minimum geophysical anomalies lie south
of Australia (i.e. north of the mid-ocean ridge) rather than at the ridge axis segments of
the AAD. For example, residual topography and gravity anomalies south of Australia are
lower than these anomalies within the AAD [Veevers, 1982; Kido and Seno, 1994;
Gurnis et al., 2000]. Furthermore, Christie et al. [1998]’s results indicate that lateral
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mantle migration to the AAD is constrained to a narrow, relatively shallow region,
directly beneath the easternmost segment of the spreading axis. Deeper south-to-north
asthenosphere flow beneath the region does not conflict with these observations, and yet
still predicts the existence of a strong geochemical boundary along the ridge segments
within the AAD.

Flow direction and He isotopic anomalies

Comparing the predicted flow directions and MORB isotopic anomalies along
the ridge axis shows the following potential empirical relationships between them.
1) Across-ridge flow projects the asthenosphere source plume compositions onto
the ridge axis.
2) Across-ridge flow generates He-isotope peaks at the leading edge of each
plume province, with the amplitude of the peak apparently unrelated to the distance
between the source plume and ridge axis.
3) Along-ridge asthenosphere flow results in little to no variability in MORB
isotopic signals.
4) 1, 2 and 3 above do not occur when the hotspot is located just beneath or close
to the ridge. In this case, there is strong evidence for along-ridge flow with the isotopic
peaks reflecting the plume’s mantle source composition.
Along-ridge asthenosphere flow is prominent at the SWIR, PAR, and the northern
parts of the EPR. All of these regions show very flat patterns in their Pb-Sr-Nd isotope
ratios [Mahoney et al. 1992; Lehnert et al., 2000, (PETDB) ; Vastelic et al., 2000]. This
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correlation occurs even when the hotspots are located rather near the ridge (e.g. SWIR
and northern EPR), while the across-ridge asthenosphere flow produces isotopic peaks on
the ridge even after there has been long-distance travel from the source hotspots to the
ridge (e.g. CIR, southern MAR and SEIR). Vastelic et al. [2000] shows a good example.
They noted that the Udintsev FZ is a boundary between a pattern of isotopic variability
north of the FZ to little isotopic variability south of the FZ. Our model predicts that the
Udintsev FZ is a boundary between across-ridge asthenosphere flow direction to its north
and along-ridge flow to its south. Perhaps the asthenosphere flow direction at a ridge
(across-axis vs. along-axis) may be a key factor underlying these observed MORB
isotope systematics. Along-ridge flow may better mix material from multiple plume
sources, thus subduing the distinct influence of individual plumes.
It is well known that He isotopes exhibit peculiar behavior that is decoupled from
those of another isotopes (e.g. [Rubin and Mahoney, 1993]). The reasons for this are not
yet explained in terms of any global empirical rules. We suggest that the He signal may
be strongly related to across-ridge asthenosphere flow. For example, along the southern
MAR, He peaks appear not only at hotspot-related areas but also at no-hotspot areas,
although Pb, Nb/Zr, and La/Sm peaks appear at only the latitude of the hotpots and have
no peaks at non-hotspot areas (Figure 8) [Graham et al., 1992]. The EPR (Figure 11) has
a narrow He peak at 17°S [Mahoney et al., 1994] which is the only place having acrossridge flow along the EPR. The SEIR shows periodic peaks in He variation along the ridge
(Figure 9) (from [Graham et al., 2001]). Figures 9 and 11 indicate that the locations with
these He peaks seem to be well correlated with province boundaries between different
plume sources. On the other hand, when the plume lies directly beneath the spreading
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center (e.g., Iceland), then the He-peak is much broader and slowly decays away with
increasing distance from the plume.
The good agreement between the locations of He peaks along the SEIR with the
predicted boundaries between regions of plume influence on SEIR (Figure 9) suggests
that there is a common mechanism causing these He peaks. From the east, one He peak
would be linked to flow from Gaussberg, one the Crozet-group, one Heard, and the
central one to Kerguelen instead of the proposed Amsterdam-St. Paul hotspot located
near the western edge of the Kerguelen plume influence. (In the simplest interpretation
consistent with these results, Amsterdam-St. Paul hotspot volcanism would not be fed
from a deep underlying plume of mantle upwelling, but instead would lie at the distal end
of a region of lateral plume-to-ridge asthenosphere flow between Kergulen and the SEIR
(see Yale and Phipps Morgan (1998)). This scenario has the conceptual strength that it
makes the influence of Kerguelen on the ridge like that of its neighboring plumes, just
with a larger influence along the ridge because of Kerguelen’s larger plume flux.)
Therefore, as the flow model suggests their physical connection, this high 3He content
would originate in Kergulen plume, not in a separate Amsterdam-St. Paul plume.
Kerguelen’s He has been observed to have a lower 3He/4He ratio than MORB.
Some studies have suggested that Kerguelen’s basaltic volcanism is contaminated by old
materials in the thick lithosphere just before eruption, thus they estimate the He ratio in
the Kerguelen source composition to be higher than the observed ratio [Barling et al.,
1994; Hilton et al., 1995; Nicolaysen et al., 2000; Coffin et al., 2002; Frey et al., 2002;
Mahoney et al., 2002]. However, no study has mentioned the effect of the thick
lithosphere overlaying Kerguelen hotspot on the He content in lateral plume-to-ridge
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flow from the Kerguelen plume. We suggest that the limited melting at Kerguelen keeps
much of the He from the Kerguelen plume source in the (plume-fed) asthenosphere, to be
more completely extracted when it ascends again to melt beneath the SEIR.
Recent seismic tomography and geochemical studies have discussed whether
3

He/4He truly is a fingerprint of major (or deep-rooted) plumes [Foulger and Pearson,

2001; Meibom et al., 2003]. We are highly influenced by the fact that the Iceland plume
influences Sr, Pr, and He isotopes along the Reykjanes Ridge [e.g. Breddam et al., 2000;
Hilton et al., 2000], and that the Iceland plume source can be richer in He when it first
upwells and melts than other asthenosphere that melts beneath a spreading center. We
favor the interpretation that high 3He/4He, when seen, is a diagnostic of the dominance of
a He-contribution due to melt-extraction from a component of more ‘primitive’ mantle
that makes up a fraction of the upwelling mantle plum-pudding, but that plumes also
contain low 3He/4He components (e.g. enriched radiogenic plum components) so that the
absence of high 3He/4He hotspot basalts does not imply the necessary absence of a deep
plume. This interpretation is discussed in more detail by Phipps Morgan and Morgan
(1999).

Transport distance and the ‘survival’ of a plume’s isotope signal

The Crozet-group has two output sites along the SEIR. One is north of
Amsterdam-St. Paul, the other far to the east around 116°E. The predicted eastern output
region has a gentle Pb peak at the middle of the flow range [Mahoney et al., 2002], while
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the northern contact region shows no visible peaks [Mahoney et al.,1989; Lehnert et al.,
(PETDB)], although both routes involve about the same distance of lateral asthenosphere
flow. A possible difference between them may be caused by the difference in lithospheric
thickness along their route to the output point. The route to the northern output point is
consistently capped with relatively young and thin lithosphere. On the other hand, the
asthenosphere flowpath to the eastern output region underlies old thick lithosphere whose
thickness is constant or increasing until about 1000 km before the ridge. Niu et al. [1999]
explained how an enriched component could possibly survive over the long distance
between Hawaii and EPR.
If thick lithosphere suppresses decompression melting during the course of lateral
asthenospheric transport, then the plume lithology can be preserved in spite of a long
horizontal travel path — as long as it is progressive melt extraction, and melt-extraction
alone that removes the distinctive plume-component signals from the plume-fed
asthenosphere that forms the MORB source [Phipps Morgan, 1997; 1999; Phipps
Morgan and Morgan, 1999]. If this conceptual framework is true, then the Crozet group
would be in a similar or even more ‘advantageous’ situation than long-distance transport
from Hawaii to the EPR because the predicted flow from the Crozet group consistently
occurs beneath thick old lithosphere, while lithosphere along the route from Hawaii
gradually thins towards the EPR. Therefore, we think it feasible that the Pb peak at 116°E
could originate from the Crozet group.

Summary and assessment of this exercise in geochemical pattern matching
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This initial comparison between our predicted flow-field for sub-oceanic
asthenosphere and observed geochemical province boundaries along the global spreading
system has yielded intriguing but not definitive results. In the Atlantic Ocean basin a
one-to-one match is often possible — but in this basin several poorly determined
parameters in the flow model have been tuned to match the regional geochemical
province boundaries. Nevertheless it is encouraging that a match was possible. In the
other ocean basins no such tuning was necessary since relative hotspot upwelling fluxes
beneath moving plates could be crudely constrained by rates of the past 5-10 Ma of
magma production at their associated hotspots. (See White[1994] and Phipps Morgan
[1997] for two similar estimates that were obtained using somewhat different geophysical
approaches). In these basins the model asthenosphere flow predictions raise several
intriguing possibilities to explain observed geochemical variations along the spreading
center. They suggest that the AAD is not a region of along-ridge downwelling, but rather
simply a region of convergence between Indian and Pacific plume material that is being
‘driven’ by the rapid northward migration of the Australian craton. It suggests that crossridge asthenosphere flow and along-ridge flow may be associated with different
geochemical fingerprints. It also suggests that individual plumes, as their upwelled plume
material flows across a ridge axis, may generate He anomalies along the leading edge of
each flow domain. We remain hopeful that the asthenosphere flow modelling technique
developed in this work and the companion study will be a useful tool to further test
whether the paradigm of a plume-fed asthenosphere will ultimately provide a better
conceptual framework with which to understand the flow and melting of Earth’s upper
mantle.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1
Global asthenosphere flow model. Arrows represent total flux (=pressureinduced flow + shear-induced flow) and color shows the lateral pressure field associated
with this flow expressed as dynamic topography. This preferred solution for the predicted
largescale pattern of global asthenospheric flow is based upon the absolute plate motions
shown in Table 1 and relative plume strengths shown in Table 2 of the companion paper
[“Global Plume-fed Asthenosphere Flow: (1) Motivation and Model Development”, this
volume.]. The companion paper contains a detailed description of the modeling approach
and model assumptions.

Figure 2
Plume provinces in the North Atlantic and plume influences along the northern
Mid-Atlantic Ridge.
a) Plume provinces in North Atlantic. Different colors show different plume
sources calculated by forward-tracking from the source plumes, under the assumption
that the calculated present-day flow pattern represents steady-state asthenosphere flow.
Only one color may be visible in an area where actually several plume materials run
though because colors can overprint other colors.
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b) Plume influence along the ridge. This plot shows which regions along the ridge
are fed from which plumes. The same color-coding is used for plumes as in Figure 2a.
Triangles show the source plume’s latitude (or longitude, depending on the axis-scale in
the figure panel).

Figure 3
Plume provinces in the South Atlantic and plume influences along the southern
Mid-Atlantic Ridge.
See caption to Figure 2 for description of plotting conventions.

Figure 4
Plume provinces in the southern Indian Ocean and plume influences along the
South West Indian Ridge (SWIR).
See caption to Figure 2a for description of plotting conventions.
Note that asthenosphere in this region is fed from many different plume sources
including those in the south Atlantic that cross the spreading center near the Rodrigues
Triple Junction (RTJ).

Figure 5
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Plume provinces in the southern Indian Ocean and plume influences along the
South East Indian Ridge (SEIR). See caption to Figure 2 for description of plotting
conventions.

Figure 6
Plume provinces in the Pacific Ocean and plume influences along the East Pacific
Rise (EPR). See caption to Figure 2 for description of plotting conventions. Note that the
fastest spreading ridge on EPR around 30°S ‘pulls’ a large amount of plume materials
from beneath the Pacific Plate. Note, too, the ‘vortex’ pattern of asthenosphere flow
beneath this region.

Figure 7
Along-axis bathymetric [Vogt, 1986] and geochemical [Dosso et al., 1993]
variations along the northern Mid-Atlantic Ridge (figure from Phipps Morgan et al.
[1995]). All geochemical “spikes” along the ridge seem to be associated with ridge
segments that are closest to a neighboring hotspot. Phipps Morgan et al. [1995]
suggested the interaction of each spike and the hotspot in the same latitude. This study
supports their interpretation for regions surrounding Iceland and the Azores, however, it
does not support their suggestion for a flow-connection between the Cape Verde plume
and the 14°N spike.
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Figure 8
Axial variation of 4He/3He, 206Pb/204Pb, 208Pb/204Pb and (La/Sm) along the southern
MAR [Graham et al. 1992]. Geochemical spikes occur at the same latitude along the
ridge as that of nearby hotspots and show no variation – except in 4He/3He -- along the
ridge in the region between 20°S and 30°S where there are no off-axis hotspots. See
discussion in text.

Figure 9
Longitudinal patterns of 206Pb/204Pb, 87Sr/86Sr, (3He/4He)/(3He/4He)atm and axial
depth [Mahoney et al., 2002] along the Southeast Indian Ridge (SEIR). The along-ridge
isotopic peak appears eastward of St. Paul hotspot, suggesting that St. Paul is not the
source for eastward-flowing asthenospheric flow along the SEIR. Note that the western
edge of a plume’s influence lies at each 3He/4He peak. The large influence area of the
Kerguelen plume is consistent with the idea that this is the strongest plume in this region
and agrees with the ridge’s shallow topography and axial high morphology [Ying and
Cochran, 1996] in the region of Kerguelen plume influence. See discussion in text.

Figure 10
δ(Sr-Pb) along the Pacific spreading system from [Vlastelic et al., 1999] The
color of the square is related to the sign of the deviation from a reference line: green
indicates a positive deviation while red shows a negative deviation. The size of each
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square is proportional to the absolute deviation value. The inset at top left shows δ(Sr-Pb)
versus ridge depth. See discussion in text.

Figure 11
3

He/4He, 21Ne/22Ne, Sr-, Nd-, and Pb-isotopes in MORB as a function of their

latitude along the EPR [Mahoney et al., 1994]. Isotope values are displayed as a fraction
of their minimum to maximum isotopic values along this section of the global ridge
system. Color bars show plume influences along the ridge. See discussion in text.
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